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 poetry: he gave an Irish voice to the feelings of a
race that had already in many regions partly lost its
native Irish tongue ; and his popularity was boundless,
In the generation after Moore and O'Connell, the
new teachers and prophets, Davis, Mitchell, Duffy,
the whole Young Ireland group, though they urged
their readers to turn back to Ireland's records, though
they set to work to popularise the history and flung
episodes of it'into vigorous ballad rhetoric, still used
English as their medium. Thus even the literature
of rebellion in Ireland was written and spoken and
remembered in English. The Fenian movement, work-
ing chiefly in the artisan class, kept its secrets in
English: the whole political propaganda that led up
to Parnell's movement and Davitt's, and that en-
grossed the mind of Nationalist Ireland in a struggle,
for Ireland's actual soil, used English and nothing else.
I do not think that among Parnell's chief associates,
all of them men of the people, there was one who could
speak Irish.
Only one man on the popular side during the second
half of the nineteenth century made a struggle to save
this part of Ireland's inheritance—Archbishop MacHale
of Tuam. His archdiocese was. and:still'is the most
Irish-speaking region of Ireland : Tuam, though little
more than a large village in aspect, despite its two
cathedrals and its excellent secondary school, keeps
more Irish in its streets than any other town, and in
MacHale's day Irish must have been generally spoken
there. The Lion of St. Jarlath's, as he was called, was
a fierce champion of his people : he headed early stages
of the constitutional revolt, and taught the people to
use their right at the ballot box or at the hustings :
and in this he had Ireland with him. But in his fight
to keep alive the language he got no support. All he
could dp he did; it was to leave a monument, his
translation of the Iliad into Irish.
At the same time scholars from the other camp in
Ireland began to turn their attention to what was

